
There was a lot going on around Kings Weston at the time of the First World War. From the house 
high up on the hill, you could see Avonmouth Docks where soldiers arrived from Canada and 
America before joining the war in Europe. 

You could also have seen the two big munitions factories on the banks of the Severn that produced 
chemicals for artillery shells. Close by in Shirehampton was the “Remount Depot”. This was a big 
army camp set up to supply the army with war horses. Horses were very important during the 
First World War and many hundreds were kept and trained there before being sent off to war. The 
horses were let out to eat the grass in the parkland around Kings Weston House, and one of the 
photos here shows them grazing alongside the main road. 

In 1916 the King came to Shirehampton to visit the Remount Depot and the Royal train was parked 
just below Kings Weston so the King could enjoy his lunch looking out over a beautiful view the 
River Avon.
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KINGS WESTON at War
At the outbreak of the First World War the owners of Kings Weston House, Philip Napier Miles, and his wife Sybil, 
wanted to help the war effort and turned their big mansion into a hospital for wounded soldiers. They ran the 
hospital themselves and it became an “Auxiliary” Hospital. This meant that they didn’t care for the most heavily 
injures soldiers, but instead provided care for less serious wounds and for patients who needed time to recover. 

The big rooms in the house were turned into hospital wards and Red Cross nurses cared for soldiers while they 
stayed there. If you go to the house today the longest room on the ground floor was the main ward, but before the 
war had been the Library and music room. 

The gardens around the house were ideal for fresh air and relaxation that soldiers needed to recover. We are lucky 
that we have several photographs from this time and you can see the soldiers and their nurses posing for the 
photographer. 

When they were sent back to England from the war in Europe soldiers were allowed to wear their army caps, 
but they didn’t wear the rest of their uniform while they were in the hospital. It was though that seeing other 
soldiers in uniform might upset people who had been wounded very traumatically. Instead they wore “Hospital 
blues”. This was a special uniform just for use in hospital and most of the soldiers photographed on the steps are 
wearing them. In the same photo you can also spot some of the wounds the soldiers suffered - there are many arms 
bandaged in slings and no one looks very happy.

CAN YOU FIND WHERE THESE 
PHOTOGRAPHS WERE TAKEN? 
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KINGS WESTON at War
In 1917 Philip Napier Miles of Kings Weston House wrote a series of choral pieces 
of music set for the war poems of Wilfrid Wilson Gibson. The poems had been 
published the year previous and were very popular at the time. Gibson lived and 
wrote in Dymock, Gloucestershire, but it isn’t known whether Philip Napier Miles 
knew him as a friend or not. 

Napier Miles’ work would have been composed at Kings Weston House, which at 
the time operated as an Auxiliary Hospital and was full of wounded soldiers. He 
would have seen the injuries and the emotional damage the war had caused, and 
heard stories from the front line in Europe. Gibson’s poems helped express the 
feelings he must have had, and by setting them to music he created something 
positive and beautiful from a situation in which he was otherwise powerless to 
change. 

The song cycle was published during the war, in 1917, and must have proved 
popular as a second series was produced in 1929, a decade after the Peace had been 
declared. The poems that Napier Miles chose for his choral works are included 
here: 

The Quiet:
From “the Battle” published 1916/5

I could not understand the sudden quiet
The sudden darkness in the crash of fight, 
The din and glare of day quenched in a twinkling
In utter starless night.

I lay an age and idly gazed at nothing, 
Half-puzzled that I could not lift my head ; 
And then I knew somehow that I was lying 
Among the other dead.
Hit 
From “the Battle” published 1916

Out of the sparkling sea 
I drew my tingling body clear, and lay 
On a low ledge the livelong summer day,  
Basking, and watching lazily 
White sails in Falmouth Bay. 

 My body seemed to burn Salt
 in the sun that drenched it through and through 
 Till every particle glowed clean and new 
 And slowly seemed to turn 
 To lucent amber in a world of blue

. . . . I felt a sudden wrench A trickle of warm blood 
 And found that I was sprawling in the mud 
Among the dead men in the trench.

Retreat 
From “the Battle” published 1916

Broken, bewildered by the long retreat 
Across the stifling leagues of southern plain,
Across the scorching leagues of trampled grain,  
Half-stunned, half-blinded, by the trudge of feet 
And dusty smother of the August heat, 
He dreamt of flowers in an English lane, 
Of hedgerow flowers glistening after rain
All-heal and willow-herb and meadow-sweet. 

All-heal and willow-herb and meadow-sweet 
The innocent names kept up a cool refrain
All-heal and willow-herb and meadow-sweet, 
Chiming and tinkling in his aching brain,
 Until he babbled like a child again
“All-heal and willow-herb and meadow-sweet.”

The Dancers
From “the Battle” published 1916

All day beneath the hurtling shells
 Before my burning eyes 
Hover the dainty demoiselles 
The peacock dragon-flies.

Unceasingly they dart and glance
 Above the stagnant stream 
And I am fighting here in France 
As in a senseless dream.

 A dream of shattering black shells
 That hurtle overhead, 
 And dainty dancing demoiselles
 Above the dreamless dead.

The Lark
From “the Battle” published 1916

A lull in the racket and brattle, 
And a lark soars into the light 
And its song seems the voice of the light 
Quelling the voices of night And the shattering fury of battle.

But again the fury of battle Breaks out, 
and he drops from the height 
Dead as a stone from the height Drops dead, 
and the voice of the light Is drowned 
in the shattering brattle.

Below: Philip Napier Miles of Kings Weston House, Composer, 1865-
1935.

Above: Wilfrid Wilson Gibson, Poet, 
1878 - 1962

To raise money to run the hospital Philip Napier Miles, the owner 
of the house, opened it up for charity. Visitors would pay a fee and 
enjoy his historic gardens and know they were helping the Red Cross 
at the same time. We have a little programme that was sold to visitors 
that guides them around the gardens and also tells us some details 
about the hospital. It also says that in 1916 many new soldiers arrived 
meaning that they could not let visitors into the house. Do you know 
what battle might have caused all these casualties?
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Philip’s wife, Sybil, worked very hard in the hospital and after the war she was given the OBE. The hospital closed in 
1919, after the end of the war, and there was a plaque made that still sits over the front door of the house commemorating 
the happy times that recovering soldiers spent there. 

There was also a prisoner of war camp at Penpole Point on the Kings Weston Estate. We think that this was where 
the Oasis Academy School is today on Penpole Lane. We only have one photo of it. Look out for the two kittens the 
German prisoners are holding in the photo and notice the barbed wire to stop them escaping out of the windows. 

During the war there had been a lot of local people killed and afterwards Philip Napier Miles donated a piece of land 
in his parkland to put up a stone cross as a war memorial. He unveiled it a few years later in 1921 and ever since then 
has been well kept by the local people of Shirehampton. 

GO OUTSIDE AND SEE 
IF YOU CAN SEE THE 
MEMORIAL PLAQUE 
ON THE FRONT OF THE 
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